Kvlt Drums II - Heavy Metal VST Drums

Kvlt Drum Library is a clear and balanced
sounding sample library, suitable for a
range of genres including heavy metal,
punk rock, hardcore, rock, industrial, and
alternative music and music videos.
KVLT Drums is a drum sample library
for film, tv, games, and other creative
projects. It was designed by Kevin
Schubert and Kvlt Drums is intended to
supplement traditional percussion sections
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with a wide variety of organic drum
samples that are versatile, not difficult to
use, and often quite realistic. KVLT
Drums is a unique collection of drum
samples. Various rock, metal, punk, hip
hop, jazz, and classical samples are
included in this collection. Unlike other
sampled drum samples, Kvlt Drums have
been recorded using a variety of real
drum kits. The authentic sound of real
drums has been sampled via a Roland
TR-707 kick, hi hats, toms, ride, and hihat pedals. The Kvlt Drums library does
require a Roland TR-707 MIDI
controller, and hopefully you will want to
buy that as well. For non-producer
markets, you can use Kvlt Drums without
a MIDI controller, simply because there is
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no music in it. If you have a MIDI
controller and want to do something more
complex, then you can still use Kvlt
Drums, although if you don't have a MIDI
controller, you can't do many things with
it. ( Original price $29 ) Pro Tools 10 or
higher required. The KVLT Drums
collection includes a MIDI file along with
the Drums, sorted by type, kick, clap,
snare, ride and high-hat. The KVLT
Drums Drum Kit Template has been
designed to inspire you to create your
own drum sounds for tracks. Kvlt Drums,
An Authentic Drum Sample Library For
Film, TV, Games, And Other Creative
Projects. Here is a drum sounds that
perfectly fit the project needs. All drum
sounds are recorded in a large rehearsal
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space with a full drum kit and a Roland
TR-707 kick, hi hats, toms, ride and hihat pedals. Early demo version. Please
don't ask me any question about drumns
for now. What I can tell you is I did some
demos using TailsDrumKit (my Live
Drum Machine) with KVLT Drums 2 and
the results were amazing. The library is
already designed and recorded, just
export it to any format needed
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